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ABSTRACT
In this research, we conceptually examine the use of personas in an age of
large-scale online analytics data. Based on the criticism and benefits outlined in
prior work and by practitioners working with online data, we formulate the major
arguments for and against the use of personas given real-time online analytics data
about customers, analyze these arguments, and demonstrate areas for the
productive employment of data-driven personas by leveraging online analytics data
in their creation. Our key tenet is that data-driven personas are located between
aggregated and individual customer statistics. At their best, digital data-driven
personas capture the coverage of the customer base attributed to aggregated data
representations while retaining the interpretability of individual-level analytics;
they benefit from powerful computational techniques and novel data sources. We
discuss how digital data-driven personas can draw from technological
advancements to remedy the notable concerns voiced by scholars and practitioners,
including persona validation, inconsistency problem, and long development times.
Finally, we outline areas of future research of personas in the context of online
analytics. We argue that to survive in the rapidly developing online customer
analytics industry, personas must evolve by adopting new practices.
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INTRODUCTION
The abundance of social media data has increased the difficulty of making sense of data
(Järvinen 2016; Saggi & Jain 2018; Salminen, Milenković & Jansen 2017), while at the same time
making it possible to automatically infer customers attributes from social media that were
previously accessible only by survey research. Researchers have begun utilizing publicly
available social media posts to infer customer attributes, including personality traits, political
orientation, brand liking, and needs and wants (Ardehaly & Culotta 2015; Del Vecchio, Mele,
Ndou, & Secundo 2017; Jung, An, Kwak, Salminen, & Jansen 2017; Volkova, Bachrach, & Durme
2016). Free expression in social media provides opportunities to learn about the needs and
traits of groups and individuals (Owusu et al. 2016). Overall, the development of computational
techniques and the availability of online data has resulted in an increased interest in datadriven personas: (a) to describe the content consumption patterns of diverse online audiences
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(Salminen, Şengün, et al. 2018), and (b) to use online data, namely online analytics and social
media posts, in persona generation (An, Kwak & Jansen 2017; Zhang, Brown & Shankar 2016).

However, at the same time, the usefulness of personas has been questioned. There is a
plethora of alternative online analytics tools (e.g., Google Analytics, SimilarWeb), services (e.g.,
comScore, HitWise) and metrics (Boghrati et al. 2017; Clarke & Jansen 2017; Järvinen &
Karjaluoto 2015) that one can employ to understand customers. Moreover, companies have
gained access to individual-level data that performs well for many marketing purposes,
including customer relationship management (Zerbino et al. 2018), providing tailored
experiences and recommendations (Ronen, Yom-Tov & Lavee 2016), one-to-one targeting of
online ads (Miralles-Pechuán, Ponce & Martínez-Villaseñor 2018), and enabling the creation of
sophisticated customer segments (Jansen et al. 2017; Rundle-Thiele, Dietrich & Kubacki 2017).
Although prevalent in many fields, the use of automated techniques is especially pertinent in the
field of digital marketing which is shifting toward a higher degree of personalization, microtargeting, and one-to-one marketing (Bleier & Eisenbeiss 2015). Thus, there are concerns about
personas providing real value in such an environment.

In this research, we evaluate the use and usefulness of personas given the easy
availability of online individual customer data for digital marketing use cases. Traditionally,
personas are used in replacement of actual one-to-one data about customers (Howard 2015), as
mental models that help keeping customers in mind in the absence of having real customers
available when making decisions about design (Nielsen 2013), software development (Pruitt &
Grudin 2003), and marketing (Russell & Toklu 2011). However, with the widespread availability
of online analytics data and numerous programs, techniques, and platforms to process the
gathered data, a research question arises: Are personas still valid as a marketing tool in the era of
online analytics?
We address this question through a conceptual inquiry and analysis, drawing from two
streams of literature: (a) persona studies (for drawing the benefits and shortcomings of
personas) and (b) digital marketing research (for drawing the use of digital marketing). We aim
to conceptually combine these streams to better understand the role of personas in the era of
online analytics and digital marketing. Therefore, this work is conceptual research discussing the
value of personas in the era of online analytics. Our purpose is to review the related literature for
better positioning personas given the context of online analytics, which is currently lacking in
the extant persona literature. With our inquiry, we aim to avoid the advocacy issue mentioned
by Matthews, Judge & Whittaker (2012, p. 1220): “[persona] literature […] generally takes a
position of advocacy and lacks objectivity.” That is, we explore both the possible strengths and
the shortcomings of personas in an objective manner.

First, we identify the benefits to which personas are associated in the literature. Second,
we summarize the traditional criticisms of personas. Third, we formulate new critical
arguments against the use of personas given the widespread availability of online analytics data.
We then address these arguments, examining their relevance to traditional and digital datadriven personas, and discuss the ability of technology to solve the major shortcomings of
personas. Finally, we conclude by presenting ideas for the future of personas in the era of online
analytics.

Our key contributions are twofold. First, we present novel criticism relating to the use of
personas for customer-related decision making, addressing concerns from both digital analytics
practitioners and academic scholars. Second, we reposition personas in the age of online
analytics by conceptually distinguishing between traditional data-driven personas and digital
data-driven personas, and analyzing the implications of both for solving persona challenges. We,
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therefore, establish and discuss the role of personas in the context of online analytics, which has
not previously been done in the persona literature.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Being a conceptual and survey work, this manuscript relies on prior literature as a source of
evidence. To this end, we perform a literature review to identify the key benefits and criticisms
of personas in the academic literature. To find the works of this domain, we conducted searches
on Google Scholar and Science Direct with the base keyword “personas” and then scanned the
abstracts of the articles for cue words indicating weaknesses, downsides, or critiques of
personas. In this literature query, we focused on finding critical papers, as most persona studies
list the benefits but more rarely include criticism (Matthews, Judge & Whittaker 2012). The
literature on persona benefits is, therefore, easier to find. In total, we identify 32 relevant
papers, many of which are conference articles in the field of computer science (sub-fields e.g.
human-computer interaction, design, and software development). We read these articles in
detail and use them to discover related articles discussing the strengths and weaknesses of
personas (a technique referred to as snowball sampling (Provan & Milward 1995).

WHY ARE PERSONAS USEFUL?

Cooper (1999) introduced personas as a design technique for understanding and
communicating the goals and needs of different user types. Since then, personas have been
employed by designers, software developers, and marketers, among other decision-maker
groups (Nielsen 2013; Pruitt & Adlin 2006; Mulder & Yaar 2006). Personas crystallize a specific
user type, often focusing on core users in the absence of an immediate contact to the end user
(Floyd, Jones & Twidale 2008). A user can refer to a user of a software system, such as a website
or mobile application, a player of a game, customer of a product or service, audience of online
content, target segment for marketing campaigns, a patient of public health services, and so on
(Pruitt & Grudin 2003; LeRouge et al. 2013; Ma & LeRouge 2007; Scott 2007; Dong, Kelkar &
Braun 2007; Nacke, Drachen & Göbel 2010; Vahlo & Koponen 2018). In the remainder of this
work, we use the concept of ‘customers’ when referring to these groups. In this research, we
examine personas specifically in the context of online analytics, adopting the perspective that
personas are created to provide real value for their end users (Cooper 1999; Gudjónsdóttir
2010), such as achieving more user-friendly designs or more empathetic advertising texts.
Evaluating personas, therefore, has to take place in relation to their value in use (Kaartemo,
Akaka & Vargo 2017).

The benefits of personas according to the literature are summarized in Table 1. The
communicational benefits arise from summarizing customer information into an intuitive
format of representation that can be communicated with little effort (Holtzblatt, Wendell &
Wood 2005) within organizations, teams, departments, and with external stakeholders
(Matthews, Judge & Whittaker 2012). In theory, personas provide an engaging description of the
end users’ needs and wants, in the form of another human being that is more memorable than
numbers (Goodwin 2009; Hill et al. 2017). At their best, personas become shared mental models
that individuals rely upon when making decisions (Nielsen 2013) that concern the specific user
type (Cooper 1999). This enables the decision makers to discuss experiences and backgrounds
different from their own and realize that the customer preferences may deviate from their own
preferences (Miaskiewicz & Kozar 2011).
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Category

Description

Communication

Personas facilitate user-oriented communication within and
between teams in the organization.

Psychology
Transformation

Focus

Personas enhance the immersion required for designing ‘for a
person’ instead of fuzzy and complex target groups.

Personas challenge existing assumptions about customers and
orientate trade-off decisions when customers have conflicting
needs.
Personas help focus design decisions on user goals and needs
rather than on system attributes and features.

The psychological benefits are rooted in identification with the personas (Miaskiewicz,
Sumner & Kozar 2008), whereby decision makers can obtain an empathic understanding of
users, immersing themselves in real situations experienced by others. Decision makers can use
this ability to predict customer behavior under different circumstances (Pruitt & Grudin 2003).
This mental modeling relies on human beings’ innate ability of empathy and immersion
(Krashen 1984), and is, therefore, a powerful agent for enhanced motivation and purpose. At
best, personas can give a higher sense of meaning to one’s work. Consider the psychological
difference between creating a software product to the nameless target group of 24–35 year-old
women, compared to creating a mobile application for Jane, a stressed single mum who wants to
better manage her time.

Transformational benefits relate to challenging the established perceptions about the
users within the organization (Miaskiewicz & Kozar 2011). Because the creation of personas is
based on gathering real evidence of the users (Pruitt & Grudin 2003), the results can deviate
from the existing preconceptions and truisms within the organization. When there is friction
between the perceived and real goals of the users, accurate persona representations can reduce
this perceptional gap by conveying factual information about users’ needs and wants (Pruitt &
Adlin 2006). If the organization and the decision makers are open to re-aligning their
perceptions, the persona exercise can prevent and rectify false conceptions of the end users
(Matthews, Judge & Whittaker 2012).

Finally, personas can facilitate focusing on the most important audiences (Miaskiewicz &
Kozar 2011). This helps decision makers with strategic agenda to prioritize certain customers
over others, and thus resolve conflicting needs and wants among the customer base. For
example, if Persona A wants Feature set x, while Persona B wants Feature set y; by considering
the overall strategy of which users the organization wants to serve (a practice known as
customer portfolio management) (Johnson & Selnes 2004), we can define the optimal product
features to focus on (Cooper 1999; Ma & LeRouge 2007). Thus, personas help to prioritize
product requirements and help determine if the right problems are being solved while curbing
the self-centering bias of the decision makers (Matthews, Judge & Whittaker 2012).
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CRITICISM OF PERSONAS

The literature includes a lot of substantial criticism ofpersonas. To better understand and
dissect this criticism, we have categorized it into three sections that are roughly compatible
with the typical lifecycle of a persona project: first personas are created (creation of personas),
then assessed by decision makers (evaluation of personas), and finally applied in real scenarios
and use cases (use of personas). Various critical arguments arise in the literature at each of these
stages. These arguments are summarized in Table 2 and discussed afterward.

Table 2: Established criticism of personas from prior literature.
Category

Key issues

Authors

Creation of
personas

a)
b)
c)
d)

Pruitt and Grudin (2003);
Vincent and Blandford
(2014); Hill et al. (2017)

Evaluation of
personas
Use of
personas

persona creation takes a long time
personas are expensive to create
personas can be biased by their creators
personas are based on nonrepresentative data

e) personas lack credibility
f) personas are not accurate or verifiable
g) the information in personas is not
relevant for decision makers
h) personas are inconsistent

i) not using the created personas
j) using personas for politics and power
play
k) using personas to justify preconceptions
l) personas change in time

Chapman and Milham
(2006); Bødker et al. (2012);
Matthews et al. (2012)
Rönkkö et al. (2004); Rönkkö
(2005); Chapman and
Milham (2006)

Hill et al. (2017) point out that (a) creating quality personas takes considerable time and
effort. According to Vincent and Blandford (2014), persona creation can take months. In a
similar vein, Pruitt and Grudin (2003) advocate an in-depth research effort for persona creation,
typically lasting months. It is seen that for personas to be accurate, considerable investigative
work is required. This tends to result in (b) persona projects being expensive, in the range of tens
of thousands of American dollars (Marsden & Haag 2016; Miaskiewicz, Sumner & Kozar 2008).
Consequently, as Rönkkö (2005) found, the amount of effort may lead to questioning the return
on investment of persona projects. Moreover, the high cost of persona creation tends to exclude
them from the reach of small businesses and startups, as pointed out by Salminen, Jansen, An,
Kwak, and Jung (2018).
There are also concerns about the validity of personas, or how well the personas match
the reality. A commonly mentioned validity concern is that (d) personas are based on insufficient
or non-representative data (Chapman & Milham 2006). Personas that are built based on
relatively few qualitative interviews may not represent the underlying user groups in a
statistically valid manner. For example, the resulting personas may suffer from bias when the
interviewed subjects are chosen based on availability rather than representativeness of the
entire customer base. Overall, (c) personas risk inheriting organizational tensions and individual
biases, including political and strategic ambitions of their creators (Hill et al. 2017; Massanari
2010; Rönkkö 2005). Vincent and Blandford (2014, p. 1098) argue that “[persona creation] has
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been adapted, depending on what people want to accomplish and why.” Since persona
representations are not easily verifiable, a deliberate selection bias can take place. This bias can
also be involuntary so that the creators of the personas are projecting their own prejudices
unconsciously in the persona description.

Additionally, since persona creation work is typically qualitative, (e) personas lack the
credibility of numbers and are, to some, interpretative and subjective instead of rigorous and
believable (Chapman & Milham 2006). Even when using the best practices of qualitative inquiry,
number-oriented decision makers may consider personas as ‘nice narratives’ instead of serious
decision-making instruments, resulting in resistance for the use of personas (Massanari 2010).
For example, the participants in the study of Matthews et al. (2012) found personas misleading,
abstract, and unrealistic. In a similar vein, Bødker et al. (2012, p. 93) report that “as soon as the
project started [...] it became a concern that the 12 personas seemed distant from actual citizens,
very general and difficult to activate.” There can be many reasons for such interpretations. For
example, the subjective experiences and impressions of decision makers may conflict with
personas (Marsden & Haag 2016). Furthermore, other information about users, such as direct
customer feedback, can conflict with persona information, because the full complexity and
range of the customer base deviates from the idealized personas (Chapman & Milham 2006). In
such cases, decision-makers need to consider the credibility of personas against other sources
of data. This may result in a willingness to hold on to one’s existing beliefs (Delfabbro 2004),
trusting one’s own observations and insights instead of more abstract personas.

Moreover, there is no objectively right or wrong answer on which information to include
in the persona profile (Bødker et al. 2012; Chapman & Milham 2006). Some decision-makers, for
example, might prefer data relating to customer journey while others are more interested in
psychographics. Therefore, (g) information selection for personas is arbitrary and may not be of
use in a given scenario or use case. The information should be based on the information needs
of the end users of personas (Sinha 2003). These needs vary across industries and use cases,
even between job roles within the same organization. For example, “marketing personas” would
include information such as consumptions patterns and consumer motivations, goals, and likes
and dislikes (Thoma & Williams 2009), whereas online content producers would prefer
information on content consumption patterns (Nielsen et al. 2017).
Additionally, (h) personas are said to be inconsistent, meaning that they are created by
combining information from several unrelated data sources, without ensuring that the
individual pieces of information are commensurable (Matthews, Judge & Whittaker 2012).
Bødker et al. (2012) refer to personas as “Frankenstein’s monsters”, postulating that they can be
patched up from any information available. Due to the above reasons, (f) the accuracy of
personas is difficult to validate. If decision makers in an organization are aware of this risk, they
will not trust the persona representations and will downplay their use in real decision-making
situations (Chapman & Milham 2006). The lack of trust is aggravated when decision makers do
not personally participate in the persona creation (Long 2009), and, thus, the lack the
psychological ownership of the persona artifacts (Bødker et al. 2012). Overall, these adverse
dynamics assert strain on the credibility of personas. If the attitude of the decision makers is not
favorable to the use of personas, the potential benefits remain unachieved.
Finally, we identified five threats for the actual use of personas. First, there are
situations where (i) personas are fully developed but then left without meaningful use. For
example, Rönkkö et al. (2004) report a case where a considerable amount of time was used to
develop personas that were never implemented. In a similar vein, Matthews, Judge and
Whittaker (2012) found that personas had little impact on the actual design work. Friess (2012)
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conducted an ethnographic study among designers and found a serious imbalance between the
creation and use of personas in real decision-making situations. Chapman and Milham (2006)
see the lack of validation resulting in political conflicts where (j) choosing a persona is a question
of opinion instead of a fact. For example, the created personas may be rejected in favor of the
manager’s pre-existing beliefs about the customers (Chapman & Milham 2006; Pruitt & Grudin
2003), to frame the strategic and operational discussions in the organization (Rönkkö 2005), or
(k) interpreted to confirm existing beliefs rather than to seek new explanations (Salminen, Jung,
et al. 2018).

Rönkkö (2005) also found that personas were used as a form of after-the-fact
justification, so design choices based on other inputs were later communicated to other team
members as if they were based on the personas. Rönkkö et al. (2004, p. 115) describe a case
where the persona evolved in time and was eventually seen differently by stakeholders of the
company: “The [...] persona who originated as a middle-age businessman ended up as a less
clearly definable figure, e.g. a younger careerist of both the male and the female sex, and a
diversity of different professions whose common characteristics was mobility, e.g. salesman,
plumber, nurse, policeman, veterinary.” This practice in effect nulls the acclaimed benefit of
aligning user understandings within the organization. Finally, (l) use of personas is hindered by
changing customer behavior; as the customer behavior changes, personas should be updated to
reflect these changes (Jung et al. 2017). However, being that data collection is typically
expensive, the updating may not be possible, and personas risk expiring rapidly in real use.

Overall, the above challenges risk creating situations where the persona benefits remain
largely theoretical and do not materialize in real use cases (Friess 2012; Marsden & Haag 2016).
In addition, there are novel concerns arising from the use of personas in comparison to utilizing
online analytics data to understand customers.

NEW CRITICISM

We now move toward introducing the context of online analytics. In addition to the established
criticism laid out in the previous section, there have been newly-found criticisms of personas,
arising from the availability of online analytics data, metrics, and techniques for business
purposes. To demonstrate the logic of this new criticism, we present the following quotations
retrieved from recent online writings by practitioners dealing with online customer data:
“Whereas personas were once a good starting point to identify ‘buckets’ of
customers, the limitations of persona-based marketing have become apparent as
the consumer decision-making journey veered from its predictable linear path
and increased in complexity.” i

“Personas tend to be exhaustive where it’s not needed (demographics, names,
pictures are not necessary most of the times), while they fail to summarise the
complex variety of needs and usage scenarios that real users express in real life
situations.” ii
“The idea of a persona or an average customer was the typical way that
marketers would think about their customer base. But now with advancements
in technology, with modeling, with more available skill sets, they are able to
understand and predict future behavior at more granular levels, and it’s a
dramatic shift that’s happening.” iii
“You’re still clinging to generic user personas in the age of Big Data? LOL." iv
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The above critical statements are chosen to illustrate the anti-persona sentiment taking place
among some of the data-oriented business professionals. It is not a comprehensive sample, nor
do we argue that all business professionals proficient with online analytics data and tools would
perceive personas as useless. However, there are several recent blog posts that dispute the
usefulness of personas and therefore it is worthwhile to bring this criticism to scholarly
attention and analyze it objectively in the proper frame of context. The crux of the criticism can
be summed up in three categories:
increased complexity (Quotes 1 and 4) – personas are not able to capture the
diversity and nuances of the increasingly large online audiences. Typically, one
would create only a few personas (less than 10) to describe the core users which
may not be enough in the era of online analytics and fragmented consumer
behavior.
redundant information (Quote 2) – personas are overly focused on superficial
demographic information instead of focusing real needs and wants of the
customer base. Also, the information presented tends to be static and not
dynamic.
lack of prediction (Quote 3) – personas are descriptive and not predictive; they
cannot be used for prediction, unlike other analytics tools.

To understand this criticism, we must bear in mind that personas are inherently connected to
decision making about customers. In this sense, they are analytical tools and fall under the
scope of other analytics solutions when applied in practical use cases. As such, practitioners
using personas are questioning them in comparison to other analytical tools. For example, it is
now commonplace to target individual users within digital marketing. Online advertising
platforms, such as Facebook Ads and Google AdWords, have constructed social graphs and
knowledge graphs (Venkataramani et al. 2012) with each user a node with descriptive
properties that can be used for advertisement targeting. Moreover, there have been substantial
algorithmic advances that enhance targeting and optimization of advertising (Graepel et al.
2010; Wang & Yuan 2015). Techniques such as multi-armed bandits define the search space and
find the best matches given an overall target group or population (Chatwin 2013). Given that
users can be targeted and analyzed individually, what purpose is there for aggregated data
representations, such as personas? To answer this question, we examine the ability of datadriven personas.

EVALUATING DATA-DRIVEN PERSONAS IN THE LIGHT OF CRITICISM: DISTINGUISHING
BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND DIGITAL DATA-DRIVEN PERSONAS

Cooper’s (1999) initial idea was for personas to be data-driven, i.e., based on real insights about
the users. Later, other scholars working with personas have confirmed this view of personas
originating from comprehensive investigative data collection among real customers (Chapman
et al. 2008; Howard 2015; Pruitt & Grudin 2003). However, the conceptual difference between
manual and digital data-driven personas has been poorly established in the prior literature,
even though this distinction is central for understanding the role of personas amidst digital
data. Therefore, we separate between traditional data-driven personas (TDDPs) and digital
data-driven personas (DDDPs) and focus on analyzing their strengths for solving the criticism
proposed by scholars and practitioners.

What are DDDPs, then? The primary descriptor of DDDPs is that they bridge persona
creation between quantitative data and computational techniques. Several examples can be
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found in the literature. For example, Chapman et al. (2008) use conjoint analysis to reduce a
data-set to persona-like representations. Zhang, Brown, and Shankar (2016) use click-stream
data to generate personas of website visitors. (An, Kwak & Jansen 2017) develop a methodology
and system for completely automatic persona generation using YouTube audience statistics.
These novel approaches illustrate ways to combine online analytics data and personas in a way
that draws from the benefits of large-scale online data and retains the core benefits of personas
in showing the data as another human being.
Online analytics data and computational techniques for processing the data provide at
least four major advantages for persona creation (Salminen et al. 2017): (1) the possibility to
automatically collect large volumes of data through application programming interfaces (APIs),
(2) the availability of behavioral data (not only survey and interview responses), providing
better grounds for statistical methods (Chapman et al. 2008), (3) scalability, meaning that data
analysis algorithms and automatic systems can process millions of user interactions from
millions of content pieces, (4) near real-time responsiveness, enabling customer insights to
change as the underlying data changes. These features also make DDDPs different from mere
“quantitative personas” suggested in the literature (Mesgari, Okoli & de Guinea 2018). The
concept of quantitative persona captures the statistical aspect of data analysis, but it does not
correctly capture the aspects of automation and large-scale data analysis associated with the
use of online analytics data characterized by high volume, velocity, veracity, and variety (Storey
& Song 2017).

At its best, automatic data collection and analysis is cost-efficient and behaviorally
accurate across the whole user base, providing excellent foundations for the creation of datadriven personas. Additionally, DDDPs do not necessarily need to be either quantitative or
qualitative, but they can draw from both types of data, as demonstrated by Salminen, Şengün, et
al. (2018) with their hybrid personas created using quantitative online analytics data and
qualitative insights.

How are DDDPs, then, able to solve persona challenges? And how do they compare
against TDDPs? We perform a conceptual analysis evaluating these questions for each point of
criticism laid out in the previous sections. After this, we discuss the findings and evaluate the
benefits. Table 3 provides a comparison of the ability of TDDPs and DDDPs to address the
criticism.

If we contrast DDDPs against the criticism of personas laid out in the previous sections, we find
that they have the potential to solve many acute problems. First, automation enables rapid
persona creation. Whereas the creation of personas using manual methods, such as
ethnography and surveys, can take several months, digital persona generation system are able
to run the required calculations in the matter of a few hours (Jung et al. 2017). Second, the
personas can be generated by inferring latent patterns of users’ behavior, e.g. video viewing or
website browsing (An, Kwak & Jansen 2017). This technique is robust against personal biases of
human creators and produces personas that are based on behavioral data instead of self-stated
data that has been shown vulnerable to respondent bias (Fisher 1993). Third,
representativeness of the sample is not an issue, when the persona generation is based on the
whole user base. For example, Salminen, Şengün, et al. (2017) generated personas from
YouTube data of a major online news media company consisting of millions of viewers. Using
online analytics data potentially solves the trade-off of relying on either qualitatively rich but
non-verifiable data or using numbers that are accurate but lose the immersion of another
human being.
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Table 3: Evaluation of TDDPs and DDDPs against persona criticism.
Applies to
Category

Creation of
personas

Key issues

TDDPs

DDDPs

personas are expensive to create

Yes, because they
require manual labor

personas can be biased by their
creators

Yes, because
information selection is
made subjectively

No, because persona
generation can be
automated and
replicated

a lot of effort and time needed to
create quality personas

Yes, manual data
collection and analysis

personas are based on nonrepresentative data
Evaluation of
personas

Yes, because sampling is
limited

Personas in
online analytics
context

No, because algorithms
decide the information
shown
No, because one can
sample the whole
customer base

personas lack credibility

Potentially yes

personas are not accurate or
verifiable

Yes, qualitative analysis
is difficult to replicate
systematically

No, the results can be
statistically evaluated

Potentially yes

Potentially yes

personas are inconsistent

Potentially yes

Potentially yes

using the personas for politics and
power play

Potentially yes

Potentially yes

using personas to justify one’s
preconceived notions

Potentially yes

Potentially yes

personas change in time

No, because personas
can be updated to reflect
changes in data

increased complexity

Yes, because data
collection and analysis
would need to be
repeated

Yes, because the number
of personas is limited
Potentially yes

Potentially yes

the information in personas is not
relevant for decision makers
Use of personas

No, data collection and
analysis can be
automated

not using the created personas

Potentially yes

redundant information
lack of prediction

Potentially yes
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Potentially yes

Potentially yes

No, because the
personas can capture a
large number of
patterns
No, because the
underlying data can be
used for prediction
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Fourth, the “file drawer effect” (Rönkkö et al. 2004) becomes an aggravated issue for TDDPs as
time goes by because of the underlying customer behavior changes over time but the manually
collected data does not change to reflect these changes. DDDPs are responsive to those changes
because the personas can be periodically updated to reflect the most recent behaviors. If the
data is directly obtained from the APIs of online platforms, this update process can be
completely automated, as demonstrated by (An, Kwak & Jansen 2017). Regarding the DDDPs in
the context of online analytics, several studies support our argument that DDDPs can handle the
increasing complexity of audiences and customer bases. For example, (Liapis et al. 2015) are
able to infer dozens of behavioral gaming patterns from their dataset. Salminen, Şengün, et al.
(2018) summarize the audience of a large social media channel, consisting of viewers from
more than 200 countries, to five representative personas. (Kwak, An & Jansen 2017) identify
hundreds of unique content consumption patterns among channel users that they use to
generate personas.

An example of prediction is demonstrated by Jung, Salminen, An, Kwak, and Jansen (2018). They
use online analytics data for persona generation, and then predict the interest of a persona to a
given video using an underlying topic matching algorithm. Even though some prediction tasks
could be done using TDDPs (e.g., “Would Martin like our content?”), the method of doing so
inevitably involves a prominent level of subjectivity, whereas using DDDPs the algorithm treats
the prediction as a numerical problem.

LIMITATIONS OF DDDPS

From the evaluation in Table 3, we see that DDDPs have the greatest potential for solving
persona creation and digital context problems. Some of the evaluation issues can also be
addressed. In contrast, they do not seem to provide a considerable advantage for use of
personas, as the application is subject to organizational and individual biases. Moreover,
consistency has been found an issue also in DDDPs (Salminen, Nielsen, et al. 2018) as in TDDPs
(Bødker et al. 2012). In fact, inconsistency might be even heightened in automatic persona
generation, as there is a subjective safeguard for making sure that the information pieces
selected by the machine are topically consistent (An, Kwak & Jansen 2017). Moreover, even in
the context of DDDPs, information selection remains a challenge, as Salminen, Jung, et al. (2018)
observed in their user study.

Despite the progress made in developing DDDPs, there remain many open challenges,
such as reliance on current audience data, lack of depth, and a discerning lack of basic attributes
in many of the approaches (i.e., not generating persona profiles but behavioral archetypes).
Another major limitation of the current DDDPs methodologies is that none of them include
deeper information and insights about the users, such as customer pain points, motivations,
needs and wants that are essential for the depiction of full, rounded personas (Nielsen 2013).
Understanding the deeper motivations of customers is an essential question for marketers
(Dichter 1964). Furthermore, while the existing DDDPs may be efficient in modeling current
audiences, the decision makers might be interested in potential customers (Thoma & Williams
2009). This interest can be explained by the expansive goals of a typical marketing organization;
that is, marketers are pressured to find novel audiences and markets. However, when the
DDDPs are generated from current audience data (Jung et al. 2018), such information is not
readily available. Thus, we conjecture that the greater the need for reaching new audiences, the
riskier it is to use DDDPs for decision making. Moreover, the use of existing online analytics data
can lead to confirmation bias. For example, a decision maker may only target Women, age 25–34
with his efforts, so when DDDPs reveal to him that the group is indeed his core customers, he
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carries on saying “I was right,” maintaining his targeting and never, in fact, trying out other
target groups. In other words, DDDPs must be interpreted carefully.

Furthermore, a major limitation of DDDPs is the lack of participation of the team using
the personas. The process of persona creation has been found valuable per se, as participation
increases the decision makers’ interest in and understanding of personas (Molenaar 2017). This
aspect is lacking in DDDPs that are created by algorithms “in distance”, representing a potential
threat for adoption and active use of the persona among decision makers (Matthews, Judge &
Whittaker 2012). It is, however, possible to create so-called hybrid personas (Miaskiewicz,
Sumner & Kozar 2008; Salminen et al. 2017) that combine quantitative and qualitative aspects.
Finally, like for TDDPs, another major limitation for DDDPs is that the benefits postulated in the
existing persona literature remain potential, depending on the decision makers’ actual
willingness to use the personas. Table 4 evaluates the applicability of persona benefits to TDDPs
and DDDPs.
Table 4: Applicability of persona benefits to TDDPs and DDDPs

Applies to
Category

Description

TDDPs

DDDPs

Psychology

Personas enhance the immersion
required for designing ‘for a person’
instead of fuzzy and complex target
groups.

Potentially yes

Potentially
yes

Potentially yes

Potentially
yes

Personas help focus design decisions
Potentially yes
on user goals and needs rather than on
system attributes and features.

Potentially
yes

Communication

Transformation

Focus

Personas facilitate user-oriented
communication within and between
teams in the organization.

Personas challenge existing
assumptions about customers and
orientate trade-off decisions when
customers have conflicting needs.

Potentially yes

Potentially
yes

The benefits of personas are a question of value in use (Kaartemo, Akaka & Vargo 2017).
That use varies by use case and user of personas. Generally, the same challenges in transcending
the theoretical value of personas to practice apply to both TDDPs and DDDPs. However, as
alternatives to numerical online analytics data, personas do have some distinct advantages. For
example, dealing with numbers poses cognitive challenges for individuals who often cannot
recall many numbers at a time (Miller 1956), whereas human attributes are more easily
remembered (Mulken, André & Müller 1998). Therefore, DDDPs seem to provide an ample
alternative for presenting numerical data, even though they are not perfect.
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DISCUSSION

In this research, we examined the role of personas given the widespread availability of online
analytics data, and its perceived useful for business purposes. We reviewed scholarly criticism
of personas and extended it with fresh perspectives from practitioners working with online
analytics data. Although our inquiry is conceptual in its nature, these quotations served as a
basis for understanding the challenges and disadvantages of personas in the modern customer
analytics environment. To better address the question of personas’ usefulness in this
environment, we dissected the concept of personas into TDDPs and DDDPs. This separation was
crucial to make the analysis because the two types of personas are different in their ability to
address the challenges associated with personas in the context of online analytics.
The main contributions of this research include

a) identifying new critical arguments against personas in the context of online analytics,
previously not discussed in persona studies, and appending this criticism to the
continuum of established persona criticism; and

b) conceptually differentiating between traditional and digital data-driven personas and
separately analyzing their ability to address the established and novel criticism of
personas, with the finding that DDDPs possess considerable strengths in regard to both
types of criticism.

Regarding the answer to our research question, namely can personas provide value in
the age of online analytics, we answer that the real value of DDDPs is provided by giving faces to
data, as an alternative way to present online analytics information. Ultimately, however, the
usefulness of personas comes down to specific use cases (Cooper 1999). In general, personas
are useful for tasks requiring a qualitative understanding of customers and numbers are useful
for getting a general overview and, in the case of machine-based decision-making (i.e.,
marketing automation), making individual level optimization. To this end, we postulate that
individual data is optimal for automated decision making, whereas aggregate data such as
personas work best for human decision making, especially relating to decisions at the strategic
level.

The claimed irrelevance of personas seems to be based on the confusion of their use in
an age of online analytics data. It seems that the criticism presented by online analytics
practitioners is based on understanding personas as TDDPs, while overlooking the potential of
DDDPs. This insight further supports the purpose of conceptually separating these two types of
personas, and clearly communicating their differences to end users of online analytics data.

Data-driven personas are not a novel idea, as the purpose of persona creation has
always been to use real customer information to generate realistic user characterizations
(Cooper 1999). However, using computational techniques, such as machine learning, provide
tremendous opportunities toward this end (Salminen, Jansen, et al. 2018). At the same time,
there are a plethora of open research questions to answer. Moreover, the persona research
related to DDDPs tends to be fragmented, while it would make sense for researchers to
collaborate and validate the works of one another to make evolutionary progress in this field.

The core benefits of using personas for design, system development, and marketing have
not changed. However, for tasks such as targeting or recommendation engines, individual level
analytics are likely to perform more efficiently. While these methods are likely to excel in those
use cases, their application to other use cases, such as strategic decision making, is more limited.
As with any analytical technique, the use of personas is relative to the problem one seeks an
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answer to. In this light, the question “Are personas useful?” should be rephrased as “When are
personas useful?” Finding the answer requires persistent conceptual and empirical research and
exploring new contexts such as online analytics.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, personas remain a viable option even in the era of online analytics data. It is
possible to combine automatic data collection and other computational techniques to create
accurate persona profiles that can also be used for advanced purposes such as prediction.
However, some of the challenges of TDDPs are inevitably inherited such as the end user relating
to the actual use of personas and their perceived credibility. Therefore, more research and
development work is needed to overcome these challenges and to show the tangible value of
personas in actual use.

END NOTES
See http://www.cmo.com/features/articles/2017/1/16/why-personas-dont-work-and-whatinnovators-are-doing-differently.html#gs.zxQ5E9s
i

ii

See https://www.humaneinterface.net/article/are-personas-really-useful

iv

See http://thecontextofthings.com/2016/08/25/user-personas/

See http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/160811b_kwradio_fader-mariychin-mp3zodiac/
iii
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